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Abstract: Despite the proliferation of research examining gang violence, little is known about
how gang members experience, make sense of, and respond to peer fatalities. Drawing from
two ethnographies in the Netherlands and Canada, this paper interrogates how gang members
experience their affiliates’ murder in different street milieus. We describe how gang members
in both studies made sense of and navigated their affiliates’ murder(s) by conducting pseudo-
homicide investigations, being hypervigilant, and attributing blameworthiness to the victim. We
then demonstrate that while the Netherland’s milder street culture amplifies the significance of
homicide, signals the authenticity of gang life, and reaffirms or tests group commitment, frequent
and normalized gun violence in Canada has desensitized gang-involved men to murder, created a
communal and perpetual state of insecurity, and eroded group cohesion. Lastly, we compare the
‘realness’ of gang homicide in The Hague with the ‘reality’ of lethal violence in Toronto, drawing
attention to the importance of the ‘local’ in making sense of murder and contrasting participants’
narratives of interpretation.
Keywords: gang homicide; comparative research; ethnography; gang violence
1. Introduction
Scholars have argued that violence is fundamental to gang life (Klein and Maxson 1989),
“so that membership may have a seductively glorious, rather than mundane, indifferent,
significance” (Katz 1988, p. 128). The epitome of gang violence is gang homicide, which
many academics, police officials, and policy markers consider a unique and distinct type
of murder1 (Maxson et al. 1985; Maxson and Klein 1996; Maxson 1999). Despite academic,
political, and public preoccupation with gang homicides, questions remain about how to
define, classify, measure, and study these murders. For example, while some classifica-
tions include homicides that are allegedly gang related (where the victim and/or offender
are gang members), others necessitate the homicide be motivated by gang functions (for
the explicit benefit of the group) (Maxson and Klein 1990, 1996). Scholars also disagree
about the necessary motivations for gang homicides, which can be further delineated by
expressive (signaling gang power), instrumental (i.e., protecting gang turf) motifs, or both
(Decker 1996; Decker and Pyrooz 2013). Importantly, data on ‘gangs’ and, by extension, on
‘gang homicides’ are predominantly police generated, and can therefore be riddled with
methodological limitations2 (see Esbensen et al. 2001; Skogan 1974). These distinctions and
data are consequential as they affect how we quantify gang homicides (and therefore fashion
1 Gang homicides are more likely to include multiple offenders, to occur in public settings, to have different spatial characteristics, to involve younger
persons, and to involve strangers than nongang incidents (Curry and Spergel 1988; Decker and Curry 2002; Howell 1999; Maxson et al. 1985;
Pizarro and McGloin 2006; Pyrooz 2012).
2 Criminologists disagree on this. For example, Decker and Pyrooz (2010, p. 370) argue “contrary to many claims, police reports of gang crime are not
fraught with measurement error so as to be unsuitable for meaningful analysis”.
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policies/responses), how well our classifications resemble the realities of gang homicide
(including motivations), and how we understand the micro processes of gang homicide.
Though no robust predictors of gang homicide exist, several factors can propel its oc-
currence. Locality can be central to inciting and shaping gang violence, given many gangs’
commitments to specific blocks or territories (Aldridge et al. 2011; Brotherton and Barrios 2004;
Spergel 1984). Often, gang turf and territory is located within the neighbourhoods in
which gangs form and operate, with neighbourhoods providing the sole or primary
space for income generation, particularly in relation to drug trafficking (Hagedorn 1994;
Papachristos et al. 2013). Therefore, gang violence, including lethal violence, is often related
to ‘defending’ a neighbourhood, showing ‘love’ for the community, and competition over
territory, status, resources, and drug markets (Brotherton and Barrios 2004; Decker 1996;
Densley 2012; Hagedorn and Macon 1988; Maxson 1999; Rodgers 2002; Vargas 2014). Given
that drug trafficking is a central illegal enterprise for many gangs and drug trafficking
escalates risks of victimization and violent offending, gang homicides are often connected
to the drug trade (Adams and Pizarro 2014; Blumstein 1995; Curtis 2003; Densley 2014,
p. 52). Moreover, the illegality of drug trafficking prevents traffickers from relying upon
prosocial governance institutions to facilitate exchange and provide redress for disputes
(see Skarbek 2011), necessitating that they take matters into their own hands, sometimes
via lethal violence (Adams and Pizarro 2014).
Gang homicide—similar to gang violence more broadly—is not randomly distributed
across physical space, but often ensues in gang “hot spots,” frequently located in/near marginal-
ized communities characterized by concentrated poverty and where formal social control actors
are absent or inadequate (Bursik and Grasmick 1993; Curry and Spergel 1988; Kubrin and
Wadsworth 2003; Mares 2010; Papachristos and Kirk 2006; Pizarro and McGloin 2006;
Rosenfeld et al. 1999). In addition to ecological and neighbourhood conditions, other factors
affect gang violence, including network processes such as a history of conflict and reci-
procity of violence. It is therefore unsurprising that gang violence may be more pronounced
in areas where competing gangs share an adjacent turf (Papachristos et al. 2013). Further,
in such areas, victims/witnesses may be unwilling to cooperate with law enforcement due
to distrust in police and strained police–community relationships, an adherence to “street
codes” (Anderson 1999) which privilege street justice over police interventions, and/or due
to intimidation and silencing (Miethe and McCorkle 2002). This can mask the prevalence
and nature of gang violence from neighbourhood ‘outsiders’ (such as police) and can make
preventing, investigating, and prosecuting gang homicides exceptionally difficult. Gang
violence/homicide prosecutions can be further complicated by other elements, including
multiple victims/offenders, challenges in establishing gang membership in court, and
proving the violence was ‘gang motivated’. In response, some jurisdictions in the United
States have created dedicated gang units and specialized prosecutions to aid the capture
and prosecution of those suspected to be involved in gang violence (see Pyrooz et al. 2011;
Miethe and McCorkle 2002).
What is particularly notable about gang homicide is its often cyclical and reciprocal
nature. Much gang conflict is therefore both a consequence of and precursor to gang violence
(Decker 1996). Retaliatory homicides are often connected to and/or direct products of
operative “street codes” which, in addition to discouraging cooperation with law enforce-
ment mandate that ‘disrespect’ is met with violence or it may propel additional victim-
ization3 (Anderson 1999; Kubrin and Weitzer 2003, p. 158). As such, retaliatory violence
can be a response to competition, an effort to incite social control, to seek “street justice”,
and to hamper future victimization (Jacobs and Wright 2006; Kubrin and Weitzer 2003;
Maxson 1999). The extent to which gangs retaliate for affiliate homicides is unclear; one
study found that 37% of homicides in Chicago amongst organized street gangs were re-
ciprocated (Papachristos 2009). However, some scholars posit gang retaliations are not always
3 See (Urbanik et al. 2017) for a discussion of how street codes can also limit violence.
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targeted at the provoking group but may entail “generalized reciprocity,” where the performative
aspect of retaliation is directed against a different gang (Lewis and Papachristos 2020).
Recently, gang scholars have become particularly attuned to examining whether and
how technology affects gang violence and/or homicide. Though Miller (1975) seminal
work on gang violence examined how technological advances such as cars and handguns
may have driven the popularity of drive-by shootings, contemporary research has shifted
its gaze to the expansion of the Internet and social media. Scholars studying social media
and criminally-involved groups have begun to examine the role that social may play in
inciting or repelling gang violence and homicide (see Urbanik et al. 2020 for a review).
2. Current Study
The proliferation of studies on gang violence has illuminated many facets of this
phenomena. However, the bulk of research on gang homicides has examined the emergence
of gang violence and its consequences, including retaliation. Consequently, we know
little about the residual effects of gang homicide, particularly how they affect surviving
gang members and their respective groups. In this paper, we examine how gang murders
affect affiliates, focusing on how they experience, make sense of, and to respond to peer
fatality. By drawing from ethnographic research in two countries—the Netherlands and
Canada—we unmask how street cultures and milieu’s affect experiences of gang homicides
and respond to calls for comparative and multisite gang research (Klein 2005). We first
describe our field sites and the role of gang homicide in our respective studies.4 Second, we
highlight the commonalities in how gang members make sense of peer murder and discuss
the divergent residual effects of these instances. We then center ‘the local’ (Fine 2010) in
documenting how participants’ varying local contexts and lived realities impacted how
they perceived, experienced, and responded to peer fatality.
3. Study A: The Forgotten Village, The Hague (The Netherlands)
Between 2011 and 2013, Roks conducted fieldwork in a small neighbourhood—known
as the Forgotten Village—in the city of The Hague, Netherlands, which served as the
home base of the Dutch Crips since the late 1980s, who refer to it as their “h200d”
(Roks 2017b). Whilst Roks conducted semi-structured interviews, informal conversations,
and ethnographic observation with many local residents and stakeholders, he spent most of
his time with current and former members of the Dutch Crips. At the onset of the research,
the Dutch Rollin 200 Crips consisted of some 50 members (15–40 years old), predominantly
of Surinamese and Antillean background. Local and national media have heavily docu-
mented the Dutch Crips, including with a 90 min documentary, titled ‘Strapped ‘N Strong’
(Van der Valk 2009). In media interviews, Crips members have consistently referenced their
familiarity and experiences with violence and murder and their propensity to use violence
when necessary. For example, during one interview with the Dutch magazine Panorama,
Raymond—the gang’s leader—expressed: “If I want you dead tomorrow, then you’ll be dead
tomorrow. If I want you to die in one year, you’ll be dead in a year” (Viering 1994, p. 41).
Although violence was central to the Dutch Crips’ presentation of self in the media,
actual levels of (gang) violence in the Netherlands are low, consistent with many other
European nations. An analysis of gangs in different countries by Klein et al. (2006, p. 41)
indicates that both the patterns of violent behaviour and the levels of violence of European
gangs are less serious than in the United States. Klein et al. (2006) attribute these differences
to the nature of gangs in Europe, the lower prevalence of firearms, and lesser levels of gang
territoriality. In the Dutch context, Ganpat and Liem (2012, p. 329) show that between
1992 and 2009, 223 persons were murdered annually on average, usually precipitated by
arguments and domestic disputes. ‘Criminal’ homicides comprised 12% of all cases, with
incidents varying from “drug addicts killing one another, drug users who killed dealers,
and dealers who killed one another during a bad deal” (Ganpat and Liem 2012, p. 333),
4 For an extensive overview of both ethnographies, see (Urbanik and Roks 2020).
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though none were classified as gang related. The Netherlands’ homicide rate has been
declining since 2009, with 119 murders in 2018 (CBS 2020), 34 of which were due to gun
violence, and an addition 577 incidents involved firearms (RTL Nieuws 2020).
During Roks’s fieldwork, one of his participants was murdered. In the late hours
of Sunday, August 19th, 2012, Quincy “Sin” Soetosenojo5 was shot several times at close
range in his hometown of Amsterdam. He succumbed to his injuries and passed away in
the hospital later that night. The murder remains unsolved, making it impossible to assess
whether this incident could be classified as a gang homicide. Sin’s murder was one of 157
murders in 2012, translating into a homicide rate of 0.94 per 100,000 inhabitants (CBS 2017).
4. Study B: Regent Park, Toronto (Canada)
Urbanik’s research is situated in a neighbourhood just east of Toronto’s downtown
core, Regent Park. Until its ongoing revitalization, Regent Park was Canada’s oldest and
largest social housing project, and the neighbourhood amassed a notorious reputation
as a space of concentrated, racialized poverty and violence. Between 2013 and 2018,
Urbanik conducted ethnographic observation and interviews in the neighbourhood. She
spent most of her time “deep hanging out” (Geertz 1998) with approximately 25 gang-
involved men, who loosely belonged to two neighbourhood gangs, The Rich Riderz and
The Young Soldiers (see Urbanik 2018).6 Despite engaging in several aspects of “gang life”
including repping, drug trafficking, turf wars, robberies, gun violence, and gang homicides,
these groups were more fluid and loosely organized than larger and more traditional
gangs, and had fewer expectations about group commitments. Gun and gang violence
are an unfortunate lived reality for many Regent Parkers, and for Urbanik’s participants
in particular, all of whom reported losing friends, affiliates and family members to gun
violence. During the study, many of Urbanik’s participants were shot (at) and several
were killed.
Similar to the Netherlands, Canada’s homicide rate pales in comparison to that of the
United States, in part due to stricter gun control. In 2018, Canada reported 651 homicides,
and a homicide rate of 1.76 per 100,000 inhabitants. Approximately one-quarter of homicides
were classified as “gang related,” 83% of which involved a firearm (Statistics Canada 2019).
Toronto—Canada’s most populous census metropolitan area (CMA)—reported the most
homicides of all CMAs, with 142 victims, a 53% increase7 from the year prior, and a
record number since data collection began (Statistics Canada 2019). Thirty-six of these
homicides were classified as “gang related”. Gun violence is also a growing concern, with
many Torontonians—including the former Police Chief—blaming gangs for the shootings
(Global News 2019) and news media characterizing the City’s gun violence as “civil war”
(Warmington 2020). Much of this violence is related to inter-neighbourhood ‘beefs’, which
are particularly common amongst Toronto’s social housing projects (see also Berardi 2018).
5. Making Sense of Murder
Despite notable differences in street and gang milieus and the frequency of gang
homicide across our field sites, our findings unmask several commonalities in how gang
members experienced and responded to peer fatality. We first describe how gang members
in both studies tried to make sense of and navigate their affiliates’ murder by conducting
pseudo-investigations, being hypervigilant, and attributing blameworthiness to the victim.
“What happened, and who did it?”: Pseudo-Investigations
Three days after Sin was shot and killed, Roks met with several Crips members who
spent most of the evening discussing and debating the circumstances surrounding his
murder. The men’s occupation with discussing Sin’s potential killers and their motives
5 Except for Quincy “Sin” Soetosenojo, all names are pseudonyms. Some details have been altered to protect participants’ identities.
6 Upon comparing field experiences with Roks, Urbanik returned to the field and conducted “problem-centered interviews” (Witzel 2000), specifically
focused on how participants experienced and navigated peer fatality.
7 Though 2018 was an unusual year given high-causality events, there was still an increase.
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superseded traditional mourning rituals. Roks was struck by how meticulously the men
conducted their pseudo-investigation. Mirroring the methods used by law enforcement
officials, they spoke to Sin’s friends and acquaintances about whom he had spent time with
recently and whether he had any ongoing beefs or problems that they may be unaware
of. As both a member of the Crips’ chapter in Amsterdam and The Hague, and because
he recently joined a Dutch outlaw motorcycle gang, Sin moved in different circles. This
prompted the Crips to amass a long list of possible suspects and motives, deploying even
the slightest sliver of information to construct suspicions and allegations.
The Crips also collected and fastidiously reviewed eyewitness reports and crime scene
photos published by local media to reconstruct Sin’s murder and hopefully identify the
culprit(s). For example, they drew upon the arrangement of parked cars and the proximity
to Sin’s home to the crime street to determine that Sin likely knew his killer. The blood
stains in the crime scene photos suggested that Sin was walking away from his vehicle
when he was ambushed, reaffirming their hypothesis that an acquaintance must have
called him over. They also deliberated about eyewitness’ media descriptions that the
gunfire sounded like ‘rattling’ to deduce the murder weapon. Crips’ founder Raymond
was particularly fixated on this, asserting that identifying the gun and bullets could narrow
the suspect list and allow them to gauge if other Crips were in danger.
In an environment such as Regent Park, news about homicides and information about
suspected shooter(s) and potential motives travels with exceptional velocity. Similar to
StudyA, the men dedicated the immediate aftermath after someone was shot (fatally or oth-
erwise) to trying to determine what happened and most importantly, who was responsible.
To illustrate, one summer afternoon in 2015, several of Urbanik’s participants were playing
cards on the boardwalk when they were ambushed by a drive-by shooter. Approximately
30 min later,8 Urbanik arrived at the scene to find police had taped off the area, and some of
her other participants9 and other local residents were already recounting what happened,
exchanging intel on the shooter and driver’s physical description, analyzing the car’s route,
and listing recent neighbourhood ‘beefs’ to determine possible motives, to determine the
shooter’s identity.10 Once they were ‘certain’ who the shooter was and his motive (less
than an hour later)11, they called and text others to warn them and to elicit information on
his whereabouts.
The speed with which the men in Regent Park conduct pseudo-investigations post-
shootings and homicides and try to determine the possible culprit(s) even surprised them,
as Rehan highlighted: “Pretty quick! So quick, it’s crazy- though. Like, even I thought about it
a couple times. Like, how did you get this information-that’s going down? . . . Like, the same day.
Like, sometimes before it hits the news, you know?” One afternoon in 2018, a few weeks after
a prominent neighbourhood rapper and his affiliate were shot and killed, Matteo—who
has lost 12 close friends to gun violence—shared his internal monologue upon learning
another loved one was murdered: “Makes you think like, what the fuck? What happened? What
did he do? And where the fuck was he going and where did he end up?” Overhearing this, Ezekiel
chimed in: “And if it’s somebody close, the thought that comes through your head is "Fuck, I could
have been with that nigga. That could have been me!” When an affiliate was killed, Urbanik’s
participants’ proximity to the deceased (re)sensitized them to the fact that they may be
next. Consequently, meticulously gathering homicide details and any related knowledge is
“not for them to solve the crime or anything”—as Asad asserted, but is motivated by a need
to uncover what happened which can shape their response (and specifically, retaliation),
and can aid in deflecting subsequent victimization. Determining a peer’s last moments
and more importantly “who you was running with?” is an important survival tactic that can
8 Urbanik was in a local community center when the shooting occurred.
9 Those targeted immediately left the area to stay safe and avoid police interaction.
10 In instances where no eye-witnesses were available, Urbanik’s participants had to gather information through other sources, including: social media
posts, news media accounts, and details provided by friends and family.
11 While this strategy can result in fatal misunderstandings and errors, it is nevertheless a critical component of neighbourhood life post-shooting.
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help protect members. However, since Urbanik’s participants, similar to the Dutch Crips,
associated with different groups, identifying the culprit could be challenging.
“Before you know it, you are shaking hands with his killer”: Hypervigilance
In the days following Sin’s murder, suspicion and distrust–signs of fear according to
van de Port (2001, pp. 109–19)–dominated Crips’ conversations. Concerns about whether
the killer walks among them even made it to the media; Raymond remarked to a journalist
who attended Sin’s wake: “Everyone is offering their condolences. Before you know it, you
are shaking hands with his killer” (Van Stapele 2012). When Roks spoke to Dre, a younger
Crips member, Dre was upset with his comrades for drinking alcohol and criticized their
alleged lack of vigilance during such a critical time. Though Dre noted that several officers
attended the wake in hopes of gathering intelligence, he nevertheless affirmed his own
commitment to protection: “But I had the heat on my balls!”, indicating he carried a gun to
the wake.
During this time, Roks’s participants were in a “hidden state of emergency” (Green 1994,
p. 228). Although many members prided themselves on being ‘strapped 24/7’, they ap-
peared to increase their armament following the murder. Every night that following week,
they hid a weapon (e.g., baseball bat, firearm) nearby, something they never did during the
previous 20 months of fieldwork. It also seemed like the younger members of the Crips
were more vigilant in the h200d, paying extra attention to unknown others. They watched
passers-by closely, followed them for several blocks, and sometimes even demanded they
remove their hands from their pockets when walking through the neighbourhood.
One week after Sin’s death, Raymond summoned almost all the Crips to meet him
in the h200d before they travelled together to a nearby forest. Prior to leaving, Raymond
demanded they all turn off their cellphones and remove the battery to prevent police
monitoring. Once in the forest, the men gathered in a semi-circle with Raymond at the
center. He started the meeting with “a moment of silence for the dead homie” and following
the reflection, asked the others how they felt. When no one responded, he reiterated the
question, which implored the others to respond with: “Angry”, “Fucked up”, and “It’s dark
over here, cuzz”. Quincy, a younger member and Sin’s close friend, expressed his rage and
desire to retaliate. Raymond sympathized and admitted he also wanted revenge, though
he cautioned that they had to keep their emotions in check until they were certain of the
killer’s identity. Raymond then recounted the information he gathered during that week
and shared his suspicions about who may have more knowledge and who may have been
responsible.
A few days after the gathering, Sin was to be buried in Amsterdam. Before the funeral,
Raymond asked: “Roks, do you want to come? Just so you know, it is in the middle of enemy
territory”. The day of the funeral, temperatures were projected to reach over 30 ◦C. When
Roks arrived in the h200d, he met with Marvin, a Crip member since the mid-1990s. After
exchanging a quick hug, Marvin asked Roks whether it was obvious he was carrying a gun
under his clothes. He pondered whether he should wear his coat, worried that donning a
jacket on such a hot day might betray to police or others at the funeral that he was armed.
Roks assured him that his oversized T-shirt concealed the gun well, which pleased Marvin.
This exchange made him more cognizant of how other Crips dressed for the funeral, and
he noted that most wore baggy and oversized clothing, including jackets.
In StudyB, murders initiated an almost identical series of events; news/information
travelled quickly, police saturated the neighbourhood, and Urbanik’s participants usually
retreated indoors to determine what happened, their own risk levels, and whether/how
they should respond. See how Leon described the group’s reactions upon finding out an
affiliate was killed:
“Anger! ‘Let’s go right now! like where’s he [killer] at, who did it?’ . . . Everything is
going through your head, you know? How you lost someone that’s really close to you,
right? . . . There’s too much anger, you want to do anything just, you know? So they
[killers] can know how you feel the pain, right? And you ain’t gonna heal nothing, it’s
just—you get at them [retaliate]”.
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A few days after a young affiliate was shot and killed one summer, Urbanik and another
researcher12 pulled up to the apartment which served as her participants’ home base. The
area was eerily quiet which was unusual given its vivacious drug trade. Urbanik text
Booker—one of her key participants—that they arrived and he came downstairs with
Matteo shortly thereafter. Both men appeared uneasy, looking around frequently, studying
passing cars carefully, and staying close to the building entryway—atypical behaviours
since they were usually relaxed in that area. When Urbanik asked why it was so deserted,
Booker responded: “We’re all laying low at Ricky’s house. I told em you guys are here, they said
they might come down later. Things are hot right now” Urbanik then probed whether it was
related to the shooting, he responded: “Yea. This shit got us fucked up. Just trying to figure out
whose who and the next play [response], you know? I’d invite ya’ll up but trust me- you don’t
wanna be part of this right now”.
Following a peer’s murder, Urbanik’s participants operated in a state of hypervigilance
until they could identify the killer(s) and motive, wary of being outdoors and which group
members they spent time with. Matteo described their trepidation upon learning another
peer was killed:
“You think you’re next. Just cause it’s your community that they’re dropping close by,
right? . . . This shit is happening in your backyard. And to find out you don’t know who
the fuck the killer is? What if I’m chillin’ amongst the killer, and he’s just planning on
the next one? Like, that’s what gets me triggered!”
Concerns that the killer may be a close affiliate with intimate knowledge about the men’s
routines and potentially “planning on the next one” pushed them to withdraw from neigh-
bourhood life and some group members until things settled. Frankie explained why they
rarely ventured outdoors until they had had more information: “I’m out numbered, I’m out
numbered, I can’t come outside . . . you don’t know who’s after who”. Once the men narrowed
down or identified possible culprits (usually within a week) and eliminated their affiliates
from the suspect list, they re-established their neighbourhood presence. However, the
possibility of future ambushes meant they usually only ventured outdoors in large groups
and only if at least one person was armed in the weeks following a homicide.
Whilst Urbanik’s participants considered strength in numbers a safety measure, they
acknowledged that they had to remain hyperaware of their surroundings. Booker described
the need to be exceptionally cautious following a peer’s murder: “You just gotta be on
your P’s and Q’s more. It makes you paranoid a little bit . . . got you looking around more
often, over your shoulders. You never know. Anything can be expected, right?” Being on your
“Ps and Qs” refers to being “on point”, a concept whereby streetwise residents must be
hypervigilant, recognizing and mitigating the dangers of their surroundings to thwart
violent victimization (Berardi 2018, pp. 120–23). Though Urbanik’s participants always
had to be circumspect within and beyond Regent Park, peer fatalities amplified their
attentiveness in the short term. For example, when discussing one of Urbanik’s key
participants’—Nathaniel’s—murder in 2016, Asther insisted that although he is “always
aware” given where he lives and his lifestyle, Nathaniel’s murder intensified his wariness:
“I’m saying that made me extra cautious, what happened to Nathanial, right?”
When a group member was killed (and especially after the men retaliated), Urbanik’s
participants were intensely committed to surveilling the neighbourhood to protect residents
and themselves from subsequent violence. To illustrate, consider Marcel’s response when
Urbanik asked how the group’s behaviours change when the “hood is hot”:
“People would see fishy vehicles, or, fishy people, you know what I mean, and from there,
you’d get that sense- like you’d know. We all know everyone from Regent Park. I know
everyone who has braids in Regent Park. Someone walks around with braids I don’t
know? I’ll be like ‘Look at this guy!’ And they would do the same thing . . . Altima,
tinted, moving funny, driving funny. And we’ll just stand on our toes.”
12 The researcher was a co-investigator on a separate ongoing study.
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Urbanik’s participants deployed other safety protocols during times of heightened risk.
For example, they sometimes hung out in full-view of building security cameras in hopes
of deterring assailants, rarely veered far from building doors and ensured doors were
always open (sometimes breaking locks to ensure a speedy exit), and occasionally avoided
funerals/viewings. They also paid residents in easy-access apartments/townhomes to keep
their doors unlocked so they could run inside if necessary, increased group communication,
and had Urbanik check around adjacent buildings/corners, run neighbourhood errands
(e.g., trips to the convenience store), and drive them places.13 Similar to Roks’s study, peer
fatalities in Urbanik’s field site sparked a “hidden state of emergency” (Green 1994, p. 228),
despite their troubling frequency.
“They trusted someone they shouldn’t”: Attributing Blame to the Victim
In comparing StudyA’s and StudyB’s findings, a third common response to peer murder
emerges: how gang members ‘make sense of’ what occurred. Once the men in the Forgotten
Village and in Regent Park identified the probable killer(s), they shifted their attention to
the deceased’s actions preceding their murder.14
While the men in Roks’s study mourned Sin, Raymond drew upon the killing to
reiterate the informal rules of Dutch gang life:
“That’s why I always say: let me know your whereabouts. That shit can keep you alive.
Let me know where you are and let me know when you’ve made it home. I know it sounds
childish, but that shit can keep you alive. It’s fucked up, but this has to be a lesson for the
young homies. This is not a joke, this shit is serious. Fucked up that a homie like Sin has
to be the example.” (23 August 2012, excerpt from fieldnotes)
This comment offers a window into the daily practices of the Dutch Crips and how they
navigate street life. For their own safety, the men were expected to share their whereabouts
with other gang members. Raymond maintained that Sin may have prevented his murder
if he had adhered to this “code”. The ambiguities surrounding Sin’s death were obfuscated
by depicting Dutch gang life as guided by clear-cut conduct rules. However, instead of
seeing this specific ‘code’ as a concrete determinant of behaviour, the central argument put
forth by Copes et al. (2013) is that “telling the code” (Wieder 1974) illustrates how Dutch
gang members give meaning to the world around them, explaining their behaviour both to
themselves and to others.
Similarly, while the men in Regent Park had mutual concern for each other, they
ultimately regarded survival as an individual responsibility:
“It’s like, you already know these guys are all talking what they’re living . . . So, every
time I tell them, "Please keep your head up, please. I want to see you tomorrow, stay
safe." Everybody. Ask them. They say ‘Yeah’, but they’re not always keeping an eye on
their head. "Be safe, be safe." They don’t know. Tomorrow’s never promised. They be
walkin home, getting smoked. It’s crazy” (Asad)
“They slipped up, they trusted someone they shouldn’t, and guess what? Lights out!”
(Jefferson)
In this context, “keeping an eye on their head” refers to “staying on your Ps and Qs,” the
opposite of being “caught slipping” (see Berardi 2018, pp. 123–37). The men’s careful
dissection of the deceased’s alleged role in their own demise betrays that they perceive
and convey gang homicides are preventable, if potential victims operate accordingly. The
upshot here is that by being “caught slipping” and not successfully evading victimization
(including unprovoked, unanticipated violence), Urbanik’s participants regarded being
murdered as a choice: “They picked their own poison. They choose to go out [die] when the fuck
13 As a white woman, Urbanik was unlikely to be targeted in the neighbourhood.
14 Though this emphasis was often on the moments immediately before the killing (e.g., who they were with), this could also include earlier actions
(e.g., behaviors ‘inviting’ victimization, like filming a rap video on a rival block).
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they chose to went out. If I told you to do something, and you went and did opposite and you end up
dying, I’ll feel like, ‘fucking dumb mofucker. You should have listened to me’”.
Though Booker’s reflection appears insensitive, it is rooted in his familiarity with death
and victimization as chronic exposure to neighbourhood violence can result in suppression
of sadness (see Fowler et al. 2009). When Urbanik asked whether the circumstances
surrounding a murder (e.g., wrong place at the wrong time, or provoked retaliation)
affected the extent to which the victim was considered responsible for their untimely death,
Booker insisted: “You still have to be on the P’s and Q’s about your own actions, right? So,
it doesn’t really matter on what they[rivals] did. It’s how they[victim] went about it and how
they got caught slipping . . . you were supposed to be more alert . . . ” The men also used these
expectations to disparage and police others’ behaviour, scolding those they believed were
too content. Frankie did this often, and he was firm in his position when he described
a peer being murdered because of their alleged slip in vigilance: “I’m gonna miss you,
yea. You’re my boy. But everybody has to use their head. You gotta get up and look, it’s like
crossing the street . . . I don’t mind you smoking and taking a nap but get up once in a while and
check [for rivals]”. Through monitoring and condemning each other’s actions, Roks’s and
Urbanik’s participants simultaneously expressed concern for their comrades and propelled
expectations that their affiliates were responsible for their own safety.15
6. Residual Effects: The “Realness” and “Reality” of Gang Homicide
In the previous section, we described commonalities in how gang members reacted
to and ‘made sense of’ peer fatalities. Although the men in both studies adopted similar
strategies, our data also reveal notable differences in responses to peer murder. We outline
these differences below and document how their varying street milieus produced these
differential effects.
“The homie is dead man, please keep it real!”: The Transformative Realness of
Sin’s murder
One evening about two weeks after Sin’s homicide, a couple of Crips members were
assigned to conduct “h200d patrol”—where members position themselves around neigh-
bourhood entry points to ‘guard’ and ‘protect’ the h200d and senior gang members—from
potential enemies (Roks 2017a). Though Sin’s death initially heightened caution (sometimes
bordering on paranoia), members’ hypervigilance and increased safety concerns within
the h200d quickly dissipated. For example, when none of the members assigned to h200d
patrol reacted when a stranger on a scooter passed a pedestrian-only area, the gang leader,
annoyed by h200d patrol’s disregard, scoffed: “The homie is dead man, please keep it real!”
In this case, “keeping it real” referred to representing and defending Crips’ ‘turf.’ This
‘strip of reality’ (Appadurai 1996, p. 35)—since many gangs engage in defensive localism
(Adamson 2000)—forms a base ‘out of which scripts can be formed of imagined lives’. How-
ever, the transformative realness of Sin’s murder produced different interpretative schemes.
From the perspective of the gang leader and more established members—including long-
term associates since the late 1980s—claiming a hood and defending their territory is
something ‘real gangstas’ do (Lauger 2012), particularly in the aftermath of peer fatality.
However, this was incongruent with how younger and new Crips perceived Sin’s murder
and ‘the need for’ h200d patrol. Since nothing ‘went down’ in the weeks after Sin’s death,
this signaled that the h200d was losing its ‘hood’ status and had become an unexciting
place. For these members, Sin’s murder did not reaffirm the ‘realness’ of Dutch gang life
but planted doubts about the function and necessity of defending a hood.
In his pioneering work on gangs, Thrasher [1927] (Thrasher [1927] 1964, p. 46) posits
conflicts with invisible or imagined adversaries can aid in gang integration: an “integration
through conflict”. After Sin’s death, a similar process occurred as the event amplified
several intra-group conflicts, mostly relating to a growing disillusion with Dutch gang
15 This was particularly true given broad distrust in police and perceptions of their ineffectiveness, with many participants attempting to protect
themselves in a milieu of police racism, brutality, and corruption.
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life. Starting some months before Sin’s murder, the gang’s composition changed drasti-
cally; several previously-dedicated Crips lost interest in the group and left and younger
members were increasingly frustrated about their inadequate compensation for their work
for the Crips, which they saw as outweighing benefits of gang membership (Roks 2017b).
Dwindling membership dominated conversations, almost always against the backdrop of
Sin’s murder. Rick, one of the OGs, spoke for many of the older members when he made
sense of the Crips’ waning:
“After Sin was killed, the shit became too real for them. Then they couldn’t bang anymore,
because they suddenly had a job or something. But you know, the police also knows this.
That’s why they see us as the core members. But many have left, man.” (20 December
2012, conversation with Rick)
Sin’s murder was a defining moment that impacted all Crips, albeit in different ways.
For example, while older members claimed that they had lost close friends to violence
before and a few even asserted they “were used to it”, others openly shared that they cried
frequently and had trouble sleeping since the homicide. For some members, Sin’s murder
revealed who and what was “real”. In this sense, Sin’s death had a “transformative magic”
that brought “comic-book symbolism” to life (Katz 1988, pp. 129–31; Van Hellemont 2015,
pp. 191–224), (re)affirming the “realness” of the Rollin 200 Crips. For others however, the
murder ignited or cemented growing doubts about the reality—or realness—of belonging
to a Dutch gang. Members who left reported being drawn to the gang because of their
violent representations and street reputation; they had certain ideas about the realness of
Dutch gang life, in part inspired by media accounts of the Dutch Crips and influenced by
stereotypical representation of American gang life in movies, documentaries, and YouTube
(rap) videos. For them, beliefs about the realness of Dutch gang life were shattered by the
day-to-day realities, which usually consisted of spending long hours in the h200d doing
nothing.
Sin’s murder also had a transcendental significance for the Rollin 200 Crips. Annually,
multiple social media accounts dedicate posts to commemorating Sin. For example, on the
website of a recently established outlaw motorcycle gang that features prominent Dutch
Crips members (Roks and Densley 2020), a page is devoted to all the “cuzzos that we lost over
the years”, which maintains “They will never be forgotten”. The caption beneath Sin’s picture
reads “Triad in Peace Sin Locc”. These digital artifacts transmute Sin’s well-respected
status within the gang and simultaneously, as Conquergood (1994, pp. 51–52) analysis of
physical death murals for gang members attests, are “a generative source of strengthening
cohesion and commitment” and activate the group’s “cultural memory”. In addition to
these memorials, several Crip members have named their children (boys and girls) after Sin.
Through these communicative and mythmaking practices, the Dutch Crips have woven
Sin’s murder into their gang mythology.
“Out here everyone thinks they’re next”: The Reality of Gang Homicide in Re-
gent Park
Similar to others living in impoverished communities characterized by stigmatization,
limited services, and neighbourhood violence (see Aspholm 2020, p. 217), peer murder was
an unfortunate lived reality for Urbanik’s participants and all considered it unavoidable.
However, while the men were heavily traumatized by losing their first peer to gun violence
(usually at 10–12 years old) they all reported becoming accustomed to affiliate murder,
referring to it as “normal”, “an everyday thing” and “just a part of life”. The normalcy and
near predictability of peer murder meant that even when Urbanik’s participants sat around
‘doing nothing’ like the men in The Forgotten Village, they needed to remain vigilant
and always be prepared to defend themselves, their crews, and their turf. Unlike Roks’s
participants who experienced peer fatality as signifying or demystifying the ‘realness’ of
gang life, the materiality and ‘realness’ of gang life in Regent Park was never in question.
Instead, Urbanik’s participants conveyed that the troubling routineness of peer fatality
both accustomed and benumbed them to losing loved ones. Booker succinctly described
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this desensitization: “You just get over it [the murder] much faster now than before . . . You
lost people, after people, after people. It becomes like, you know, a common thing. When you get
used to something, it’s not as bad as the first time, right?” As Asther reflected upon his best
friend’s murder one afternoon, Urbanik asked whether subsequent losses affected him
similarly. He responded: “No, they don’t. Cause like, since that happened, it’s like [snaps fingers
to denote frequency] you get used to it . . . it’s easier for me this time”. Claims about becoming
habituated to murder are consistent with literature which has found youth exposed to
community violence may become emotionally desensitized to it as a form of pathological
adaptation and/or a coping mechanism (See Fowler et al. 2009 for a review).
This desensitization also meant that the ‘effects’ of peer homicide on group behaviours
often abated quickly:
“Like [when] someone dies, like yesterday, yeah-we all mourning them. Just give it like a
week later, people probably forget and people be all happy, laughing and doing their own
thing. But when it happens again, we’re back mourning them, then back to our normal
life. We lose so much people that it just, it’s like an everyday thing.” (Leon)
Similarly, Stefano described that while the group is “Edgy for a couple of days” after a
member’s homicide they “Have to get back to life . . . This is not the 1st time- this is not
gonna be the last time. It’s not the 3rd time, it’s the 100th time”. These descriptions align
with Urbanik’s field observations. While the men spent the initial weeks post-murder
openly mourning their loved ones and being hypervigilant, these behaviours largely
dwindled thereafter. This was not because Urbanik’s participants were unaffected by
their peer’s passing or questioned the ‘realness’ of gang life (like Roks’s participants).
They continued to commemorate them, engaging in several memorial processes including
“pouring some out for the dead homies,”16 producing commemoratory rap videos, and
honouring them on social media (Urbanik Forthcoming). However, they believed they
had to “get back to life” and “cool off” for survival; they needed to decompress quickly
in anticipation of and preparation for subsequent murders and/or their own potential
victimization.
Though the frequency of peer homicides necessitated that Urbanik’s participants
“get over” peer fatality quickly, their tragic regularity shaped group dynamics, creating a
communal and perpetual state of insecurity. This insecurity manifest itself via pervasive
beliefs members could be killed at any moment, eroding group cohesion, and (re)inciting
distrust among members. Unlike Roks’s participants who questioned the need to defend
their turf after Sin’s murder, Urbanik’s participants maintained that letting their guard
down even momentarily could be fatal and resigned themselves to the possibility they
could be murdered next. See Leon’s proclamation, for example: “It could happen anytime. It
could happen to us, you know? Me, just personally like, I just take it-it could happen to me at any
time, it could happen to anybody, right?” Marcel held a similar opinion, adding nuance based
on the neighbourhood’s ongoing revitalization which rendered violence less predictable
and avoidable (see also Urbanik et al. 2017: “At the end of the day, out here everyone thinks
they’re next, that’s what it is. It’s like, the fucking way they breaking the shit down, bodies are
dropping. The more buildings go down, the more bodies”.
Since neighbourhood violence was always imminent, Urbanik’s participants insisted
that even when the neighbourhood is “quiet” and hyperawareness is unnecessary they
must remain cautious and behave accordingly. As Ezekiel stressed: “You gotta play your
cards right. Life is a gamble, and they say it for a reason. You gotta roll the dice the right way”.
Yet, Ezekiel contradicted himself immediately: “You could just walk the street, look at someone
wrong, and they just shoot you. What part of the game is that? That’s not—that’s crazy”. Here, a
tension exists between the alleged safety provided by “playing your cards right”—not being
“caught slipping”—where one’s decisions can allegedly dictate survival or death, and life
as a “gamble”, where playing by street rules does not always shield against victimization.
These perspectives are incongruent; on the one hand victimization is ascribed to individual
16 A ritual of pouring alcohol out of freshly opened bottles on to the ground whilst reciting the names of murdered friends in a show of respect.
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failures and on the other, it is credited to fatalism. This paradox likely reflects the men’s
attempts at feigning control in an environment where they have little (and sometimes zero)
control over safety.
The nature and frequency of peer fatality in Regent Park also bred distrust between
group members. While recounting his best friend’s murder several years earlier, Matteo
elucidated how this loss shattered his trust and reliance in his peers: “Don’t trust nobody.
Cause it was his own people that he trust that killed him. And no one knows that I know [culprit’s
identity]. I don’t trust a soul, I don’t bring no one to where I live. I rest my head [relax] nowhere.
I learned to distance . . . from the bullshit. I ain’t trying to go[die] like that”. Despite Matteo’s
recognition of these dangers and proclamation of pervasive distrust, he—like Urbanik’s
other participants—saw few possibilities of distancing “from the bullshit” and disengaging
from ‘the life.’ He remains a staple of Regent Park’s underground economy, spends his days
with other members, features in rap music videos, and engages in “hood politics”. Unlike
Roks’s participants who could and did disengage from gang life, Urbanik’s participants’
different street milieus and positionalities limited their ability to do the same. As such,
they continued to navigate their increasingly distrustful and tumultuous relationships
with group members, spending time together and operating as a cohesive unit all whilst
remaining suspicious of each other:
“He was on a block– that was supposed to be allies . . . He thought he was ok, you know?
The same allies hit him up [killed him]. So, you know . . . As much as people might be
your allies, you still can’t trust them, right?” (Leon)
Having lost many peers to gun violence and having been set up and shot, Leon was
chronically wary of his “allies,” explaining how this eroded his trust in other group
members: “I know how to move now. I watch my surroundings. I don’t chill with no one, I only
chill with who you see I’m here with every day. That’s it. I don’t need no new friends. Friends will
get you killed, they say . . . ” In Toronto’s street milieu, “the violent threat and militaristic
response exist in the same social circle” (Katz 1988, p. 218).
Many of Urbanik’s participants adhered to the “friends will get you killed” mantra,
echoing similar sentiments: “The streets talk. So, when you hear what happened, learn
how not to move, basically, you know? Usually the best way to stay is by yourself, to
yourself. Don’t have anyone watching your moves and stuff” (Booker). The men went
to great lengths to prevent even trusted peers from studying their habits. They kept
unpredictable schedules, seldom shared their whereabouts, and rarely committed to being
at a specific place at a specific time in fear that other members may set them up (see also
Goffman 2015). In this sense, ‘everyday’ community violence coupled with less common
but still too frequent gang homicides produced and exacerbated chronic suspicion of group
members, undermined reliance on group protection, and propelled additional violence
(see also Winton 2005). However, this disassociation did not push the men to become
disillusioned with “the life” like Roks’s participants, though they certainly questioned their
peers’ loyalty, by and large, they did not consider ‘leaving the life’, in part because they
believed they had few alternatives.
7. Discussion
In this paper, we explored how gang members make sense of peer murder(s) and
the residual effects of these violent events for gang members and their respective groups.
Despite the nuances in our respective studies, our data reveal notable commonalities in
how gang-involved men in two distinct contexts experience and respond to peer fatalities.
In both The Forgotten Village and Regent Park, gang-involved men initiate pseudo-murder
investigations, become hypervigilant in the immediate aftermath, and attribute blame
to the victim in attempts to ‘make sense’ of the violence. Below, we describe additional
commonalities in the how gang homicides affected our participants and their communities.
First, our data reveal that gang-involved men experience loss in complex, multidimen-
sional ways. For the men in our respective studies, grief was a personal and communal
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experience which produced individualized and collective effects, including trauma.17 Draw-
ing attention to gang members’ lived experiences—particularly in relation to their exposure
to traumatic events, such as peer fatalities—is critical given societal and media narratives
which often pathologize gang members, portraying them as callous criminals. Whilst
our participants were offenders, they were also victims with extensive histories of violent
victimization by family members, friends, strangers, and rivals, usually commencing long
before they were old enough to join “the life”. Apart from their own victimization, the
men also experienced vicarious victimization and trauma. The common unilateral focus
on gang members as offenders obfuscates their experiences as simultaneously victims, de-
humanizes them, masks their structural oppression, and de-contextualizes their decisions
and behaviours. As Pyrooz et al. (2014, p. 321) highlight: “This disjuncture has done a
disservice to criminology in general and gang research in particular for understanding the
linkages between these concepts”.
Second, gang homicides in both studies had immense collateral consequences that
extended beyond victims, perpetrators, and other gang members, deeply impacting fam-
ilies, loved ones, and communities. As evidenced, peer homicides had the potential to
(e.g., in The Forgotten Village) or did (e.g., in Regent Park) drive the cycle of victimization,
affecting inter-gang relations, retaliatory violence, and community safety. As such, gang
murders continue past the homicide; they can propel and are propelled by social contagion,
organizational memory, networks of competing groups jockeying for power, status, and
resources, which shape future gang behaviours, including homicide (Papachristos 2009,
p. 76). Future research should examine these collateral consequences in greater depth.
Third, how gang members made sense of, experienced, and responded to peer fatality
was intimately shaped by the specific street, social, economic, and political contexts in
which they were situated. Both of our studies involved marginalized and predominantly
racialized men socially excluded and ‘othered’ in their respective societies (albeit to vary-
ing degrees), including in the education system and labor market, because of race and
socioeconomic status. They were also—again, to varying degrees—harmed by and had to
navigate state violence most notably in the form of criminalization, overpolicing, and police
racism. For our participants, gang membership and its related activities (e.g., violence,
drugs and weapons trafficking, other criminal endeavors) was a form of “resistant identity”
(Castells 1997), a situated response and adaptation to their marginalization. Similar to other
marginalized, gang-involved men, our participants reported that gang membership af-
forded them with opportunities that they felt were less or unavailable elsewhere, including
economic benefits, independence, a sense of belonging, a (group) identity, and masculinity.
Fourth, in both studies, social media was central to how participants processed and
responded to peer fatality. Though a thorough examination of how the “digital street”
(Lane 2015, 2018) affects gang homicides is beyond the scope of this paper, our participants
relied upon social media to learn about others’ victimization, anticipate and hopefully
evade future violence, collect information on potential motives/suspects, determine rivals’
locations/movements, commemorate and grieve their murdered affiliates, try to save face
when disrespected, and threaten to avenge their loved ones’ homicide(s). Though much of
their online presentations were performative and sometimes departed from real life (see
Roks 2017b; Stuart 2020; Van Hellemont 2012), Urbanik’s participants engaged in digital
bravado, sometimes provoking suspected murderers and starting beefs with rivals and had
to simultaneously navigate the risks and dangers of doing so (Urbanik and Haggerty 2018;
Urbanik Forthcoming), which Roks’s participants did not. Though social media can incite
and propel gang violence in the real world, it is unclear which digital interactions can
produce offline violence (Stuart 2020) and how the street and online milieus in which gangs’
operate can affect this. Future research should examine the extent to which social media
affects on-the-ground processes, including inter- and intra-gang dynamics.
17 Whilst our participants spoke of how traumatic peer homicide is, they likely understated these effects given normative expectations about
masculinity and gang narratives emphasizing toughness.
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Despite these commonalities, the men in The Forgotten Village and in Regent Park had
vastly different lived realities. While both our studies were based upon studying marginal-
ized and street-involved men, the types and extent of our participants’ marginalization
differed, in part, due to their varying street contexts and positionality within their respec-
tive societies. We posit that these differences shaped how the men perceived, experienced,
and responded to peer homicide. As our data reveal, Dutch Crips members opted into gang
life because of glamorized ideals about what gang life entailed and opted out and pursued
alternate avenues (e.g., collecting unemployment benefits, finding regular, low-paying
jobs, or resorting back to street offending) when they became disillusioned (Roks 2017b).
Notably, feasible alternatives existed and could be pursued. Gang joining and gang exit were
distinct processes with few consequences, as violent victimization was rare even for the
most senior members and whilst they claimed membership provided them protection, the
broader social milieu rendered this alleged protection was largely unnecessary. By leaving
the gang, they could essentially escape risk.
Conversely, gang life was not something the men in Regent Park consciously opted
into or could essentially opt out of. Almost of all Urbanik’s participants were born or fell
into ‘the life’ because of their upbringing and neighbourhood context. The men reported
Old Heads—often brothers, cousins, fathers, uncles, neighbours—grooming them into
gang-related activities (e.g., drug running, stashing weapons, monitoring for police) during
their pre-teen years, and merely “going along with it” as they aged. As poor and racialized
men living in “the ghetto,” they saw few if any opportunities to support themselves and
their families outside of the informal economy, especially as they accrued lengthier criminal
records. Since most were unable to relocate, gang exit seemed both implausible and futile
as they could not easily sever their social ties and they considered violent victimization
largely inescapable.18
Our findings also uncover that variances in our participants’ respective positional-
ities and street cultures produced differences in how they experienced peer murder. In
accordance with Mares (2010, p. 41) observation that “the circumstances and settings of
gang violence are highly variable”, our findings indicate that the street milieus in which
gang violence and homicide occur can have a notable influence on how gang member’s
experience and respond to peer fatality. In Roks’s field site, gang violence and especially
murder, was rare and momentous. One peer homicide prompted members’ to contemplate
the realness of Dutch gang life. Contrary to StudyA, the tragic frequency of peer fatalities
in Regent Park diluted their impacts as murders did not have a “transformative magic”
(Katz 1988, p.129). Homicides did not signal the realness of gang life in Regent Park; the
frequency of peer murder and the incessant risks posed by merely living in Regent Park
meant these risks were largely imparted, inescapable, and had to be carefully mitigated.
Though additional deaths were unquestioningly tragic, their effects were relatively short-
lived as the men recognized the need to “move on” quickly in preparation for the next
loss.
While peer homicide disintegrated group trust and amplified conflict in both field
sites, this occurred to varying degrees and in different contexts and therefore had different
consequences for gang dynamics. In Roks’s study, Sin’s murder played a notable role
in creating and exacerbating existing intra-gang disagreements and temporarily brewed
distrust between group members. These mounting tensions pushed some members to leave
the gang. Peer fatalities in Regent Park had similar effects, though they were amplified,
particularly in terms of mounting distrust in and fear of trusted affiliates. Unlike in
StudyA, this chronic wariness did not push the men to consider leaving gang life, as they
were already navigating an environment where gang violence and broad distrust was the
18 For many Black men/youth in Regent Park, “staying out of the life” does not necessarily protect them from violent victimization.
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norm.19 Whilst peer fatalities amplified distrust in the short-term, homicides did not notably
change the gang’s fabric, as they did in StudyA.
Like other social realities and motivations for action, gang violence is often influenced
by an intersecting multiplicity of factors, and should be examined as a cultural, psycho-
social, behavioural, and transactional manifestation occurring in a particular social setting
(Brotherton 2015, p. 163) with locally-specific consequences. As our data show, while
similarly disadvantaged gang-involved men in different gang, street, local, and national
contexts make sense of, experience, and respond to peer fatality similarly, their experiences
differ in notable ways due to their divergent social, economic, and political milieus. As
such, examinations of how affiliate murders affect gang members and gang dynamics
should be carefully situated within the broader milieus in which gang members operate.
Going forward, gang scholars should remain cognizant of the complexity and messiness of
gang violence and how its local context affects experiences of gang homicides.
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